Attention Judges & Officials!

Materials for Gymnastics
Judges & Officials!

Order online at www.usagym.sportgraphics.biz

Women’s JO Code of Points
Item Number: 3117 • Price: $60.00
The official “rule book” for 2013–2017 for the Junior Olympic Optional Levels 6 through 10. Includes a listing of all skills, complete with their value plus illustrations of each skill. A “must have” for all Junior Olympic Optional coaches and judges.

Women’s JO Compulsory Book
Item Number: 3111 • Price: $60.00
The official text, illustrations and penalties for Levels 1 through 5 compulsory exercises for 2013 through 2021. This is a “must have” for all Junior Olympic Compulsory coaches and judges.

Women’s JO Compulsory and Optional Flip Book
Item Number: 3113 • Price: $25.00
A convenient size flip-book provides quick access to all the Junior Olympic Compulsory and Optional rules. A great resource for coaches and judges. Includes Levels 1–10 requirements and deductions.

Flashcards
Item Number: 3118 • Price: $45.00
Business card sized! The cards are 2 sided and have every element from the new JO Code of Points and updates for Bars, Beam and Floor! One side has word description and shorthand symbol and the other side gives the code reference number with JO value. Great studying aid for Judges as well as a quick reference for coaches. By DEM Cards

Optional Event Cards
Item Number: 3119 • Price: $18.00
Easy reference for Value Parts for Bars, Beam and Floor-quick element value part check while judging. English and judges shorthand and each value part letter is printed in it’s own color for rapid identification. Set of 4, full color cards. By DEM Cards

* Please remember when mailing or faxing an order to use the order form available for download on this site. Be sure to include Name, Personal Member Number, Address (no P. O. Box please for Ship to), Telephone Number, Credit Card Number, Expiration Date and Signature, Merchandise Description including Item Number, Quantity and Price. Include Shipping and Handling and applicable Sales Tax. Orders shipping to P.O. Boxes, or outside the US must be ordered over the phone.